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Abstract 

Contextual suggestion engine for the Sinhala language provides end users word suggestions 

as they type their sentences or phrases by analysing what domain they are writing their 

document on and predicting what word the user most likely to type next. Even though this is 

not a new idea and languages such as English already have these kinds of prediction engines 

implemented, it is not common to see one for the Sinhala language. 

This thesis describes a methodology to analyse user input and predict the next word and check 

the effectiveness of this methodology. As the prediction model, this thesis presents a hybrid 

model of Ngram model and Markov model. Ngram model is used to predict the next possible 

match for the given phrase and Markov model to predict the probability of occurrences. 

Addition to these models, experiments on how term frequency and inverse document 

frequency can affect the suggestion probability are included in this thesis. 

Analyzing the Sinhala language is different from analysing ASCII languages. In this thesis, it 

describes how to apply above methodologies for Sinhala language and how to overcome 

difficulties when analysing phrases or words of Sinhala language.   

In the testing that had conducted in this thesis, by training about 170 thousand sentences it 

gives roughly 50-60 % accuracy on suggesting a relevant word when typing in general 

context. When the domain of the user’s context changes, the accuracy dropped down to 40 – 

50%. A reason for the dropped accuracy can be mainly due to the comprehensiveness of the 

domain-specific dataset. However, overall it is within the acceptable accuracy range. 

In conclusion, we can use hybrid of Ngram and Markov models to build a suggestion engine 

but with tweaked features of generic Ngram and Markov models to analyse the Sinhala 

language properly.  
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1 Introduction 

Word suggestion engines are an essential part of search engines to provide better user 

experience to the users. Many popular search engines such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo 

provide this feature. This feature allows users to reduce typos and perform better search 

queries. Even though this is successfully implemented in main languages such as English, 

French, German, Tamil in the world, there is an inconsistency when it comes to the Sinhala 

language. Even in Google search, when user types in Sinhala Unicode, it does not provide 

search suggestions at the moment. 

As seen on Figure 1-1: Internet usage statistics in Sri Lanka, internet usage in Sri Lanka had 

increased drastically over the last few years; According to digitalmarketer.lk, demand for 

internet usage in Sri Lanka is rising despite the increased tax rates. Most importantly, the 

growth rate in the usage of internet in areas such as education, recreation and occupational 

reasons remain sturdy over the years. 

Therefore this subject matter becomes essential in local context due to the tendency in 

searching content on the internet in Sinhala. More and more search engines are evolving over 

the years to fill this demand, and lack of word suggestions in searching content in Sinhala has 

become very inconvenient for the users. Sometimes this leads to wrong search results or not-

relevant topics. Since there are few ways to type a Sinhala word in English, the results may 

vary according to different ways that the user use.  

Figure 1-1: Internet usage statistics in Sri Lanka [19] 
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The Sinhala language is a complex and morphologically rich language. Meaning of a word 

can be varied depending on the context and where it mentioned in a sentence. Further Sinhala 

is a continuously evolving language. When spoken Sinhala converted directly to another 

language, the method to get the meaning and provide the relevant suggestions might not yield 

correct meaning. Understanding informal written Sinhala is a critical part of this process. 

Some of the rules, practices and word selections in formal written Sinhala might not be 

applied practically in nonformal written Sinhala. Also in domains such as information 

technology, it most likely to use the English word as it is in a sentence rather than using 

Sinhala translation of that word. 

There is no straightforward answer or a methodology to address this problem. Even though 

there are some reasonable solutions available for this problem in other languages such as 

English, research done on the Sinhala language is quite limited. However, recent successful 

attempts on building Sinhala Wordnet [1], research on machine learning approach to Sinhala 

morphological analysis [2], research on English to Sinhala machine translation [3] and 

research on data-driven approach for Sinhala spell checking [4] are few promising 

developments to solve this problem. 

As the first step to finding a solution for this problem, the system should be trained to identify 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, compound nouns etc. in a sentence. It is vital to rank which words 

are more relevant to the sentence. Some stopwords might not add value to the sentence, in 

which case we can ignore that word at the analysing stage.  

In the second step, it is necessary to map and build a word network to identify the correlation 

between words and possible word occurrences. In order to achieve this, it is required to 

analyse a large set of sentences to build a relationship between the words. 

In the attempt of finding a better approach to the problem, it is more productive to follow a 

data-driven approach. The reason being the limited resources, time constraint and 

morphologically rich nature of the Sinhala language. It is highly unlikely that; this approach 

will provide better results for every word and phrase in the Sinhala language.The primary 

purpose of this research is to find whether it is possible to provide acceptable word 

suggestions for selected word set. Even though UCSC1 Sinhala Corpus consists of 10M words 

[2] it is practical to select 5000 most frequently occurring words which have selected in 

Sinhala Wordnet [1]. 

                                                 
1 University of Colombo School of Computing 
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2 Background 

Present day how we interact with computers is very different to how we used to interact with 

them. People are more connected with electronic devices than ever before. According to a 

recent survey done in the USA, it shows about 88.5% of the population use the internet 

[5].When considering internet experience, “search” plays a massive role. There are over 6 

billion search queries performed in a day [6]. Providing user-friendly search experiences for 

the users is important. Now a day people are expecting a search engine to be smart and 

efficient rather than searching for the specifics. People tend to use natural language to perform 

searches than specifying keywords. 

Early days of search engines it used to match keywords and provide results, but this proved to 

be less productive and bit erroneous for a general user. Since users may not type exact 

keywords or may include typos, this can reduce the effectiveness of the search result. To solve 

this keyword dilemma, scientist and programmers looking for search engine algorithms which 

can handle natural languages. The theory is to get the meaning of the sentence and perform 

searches. 

This makes NLP2 is a must feature in modern day searching algorithms. The behaviour of the 

NLP profoundly contributed by the availability of grammatical rules and the complexity and 

the size of the lexical databases. Larger and complex grammatical rule set with an extensive 

database can provide more accurate results [7]. 

Even though NLP based search engines are possible; those are expensive and resource 

intensive. This lead to suggestion engines for search engines. The main idea is to minimise 

errors of the user input before performing the query. It is productive to ask the users whether 

they are entering the query correctly and recommends words for the user before performing 

guessing in the system after query submission. Google predictive search engine is an excellent 

example for this [8]. 

To perform better suggestions, it is recommended to have two subcomponents in the 

suggestion engine. 

 Auto-completer module 

 Phrase suggestion module 

                                                 
2 Natural Language Processing 
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Auto-completer module is responsible for checking spelling mistakes of currently typing a 

word and recommend words. When recommending words, it only considers the word that is 

currently typing. Algorithms written for English language and other similar languages are 

generally used Levenshtein's distance [9] theory or phonetic algorithms such as Metaphone 

[10], Soundex [11] to implement fuzzy search algorithm in the auto-completer module. This 

also requires a significant enough word corpus to do the cross-checking. 

Phrase suggestion module is responsible for suggesting possible upcoming words in the 

sentence. This module will analyse the whole sentence and cross-reference with the database 

in order to provide most suitable suggestions. In the phrase suggestion module, the sentence 

will be analysed in few steps, in a simple phrase suggestion algorithm we can find at least few 

tokenisers, analysers and stemmers to simplify the search query. As an example: Consider the 

sentence “The quick brown foxes”. If we tokenise the words we get [The, quick, brown, 

foxes]. Then convert each word to the lower case, which gives [the, quick, brown, foxes]. If 

we consider the keywords we can identify that stop-word “the” which we can eliminate. It 

provides us with [quick, brown, foxes]. This we can normalise and reduce to their root forms. 

The keywords [quick, brown, fox] can be crossed referenced with the database and retrieve 

similar sentences. This is an example which is not perfect, but this can be modified and 

optimised to get better suggestions for the user. 

How do we cross-reference documents in phrase suggesting algorithm? This is another 

problem we will be facing in the implementation phase. The current practice of main search 

implantations such as Elasticsearch [12] is to use the n-gram extract algorithm [13]. N-Gram 

can be used to predict the likelihood of an upcoming word thus increases the accuracy of the 

suggestion. 

Improving the accuracy of search suggestion is quite important. Introducing context to the 

suggestion and drastically improve the user experience of the system. Context can be 

segregated into two main categories. 

 User context 

 Document context 

User context is where search engine tracks past user data, search queries etc. This can provide 

some idea about what the user tries to search for. Using this for new users is not that effective 

due to the lack of information of the user [14]. Document context is meta-data about the 

document. What kind of information stored in the document, what is the source, any social 
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media relationship etc. [14]. In this research mainly focusing on improving document context 

thus improves the overall accuracy. This is mainly due to the document-centric behaviour of 

the system to be built. 

Implementing a suggestion algorithm for the Sinhala language is the primary focus of this 

research. Applying above algorithms as it is for the Sinhala language will not provide accurate 

results. Sinhala is a morphologically rich language with more complex structure and loose 

standards. In the paper “Evaluating a Machine Learning Approach to Sinhala Morphological 

Analysis” [2] to apply Morfessor algorithm, they have defined a Gold Standard for Sinhala as 

the base case. This is mainly due to the language complexity and lack of standards. Adapting 

analytical algorithms to fit for the Sinhala language will be the a challenge of this project. 

The paper “A Data-Driven Approach to Checking and Correcting Spelling Errors in Sinhala” 

[4] gives a better insight on how to approach spell checking for the Sinhala language. Spell 

checking implementations such as Subasa [15] will provide the spell checking feature. This 

can be utilised to generate a recommendation for the currently typing word by the user. 

When considering the practical application of this project, most of the websites in Sinhala do 

not provide a search option, and the websites that provide search options do not show relevant 

word suggestions. If a word is not spelt correctly (in Sinhala); the search results might not 

show relevant results or lead to no content at all. For instance; there are two ways to type the 

word “ලංකා” in Singlish (lanka or la\nkaa). See Figure 2-1 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this case, when a user types the most common way (Lanka); the search results will not 

appear and most users are not familiar with the specific ways (la\nkaa) of typing certain 

Figure 2-1: How the word “ලංකා“ can be written in UCSC Singlish Unicode Converter 
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words. Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 show two different ways of typing the same word could lead 

to an entirely different search results.  

 “ල කා” spelt in English “Lankaa” 

 

Figure 2-2: BBC news Sinhala website search result for the word “ල කා” 

 “ලංකා” spelt in Singlish  “la\nkaa” 

 

Figure 2-3: BBC news Sinhala website search result for the word “ලංකා” 

 

Above two examples shows how two different ways of typing the same word give different 

results. Therefore relevant word suggestions play a crucial role in search engines in order to 
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maximise the user experience. In the above-mentioned situation, if the word suggestion 

“ලංකා” appeared after typing “ ” it would be much easier for the user to get the results 

that he/she been looking for.  

Research and past work on Sinhala phrase suggestion algorithms are currently limited. 

However, there are related researchers such as Sinhala Wordnet [1], Computational Grammar 

of Sinhala [16] and Morphological Parser [17].  Main theories in these research papers can be 

used to support the implementation of the suggestion algorithm. 

As for the Sinhala Wordnet research, “Compounding is a very productive morphological 

process in Sinhala. Both Sinhala nouns and verbs formed by compounding nouns (nouns) and 

nouns with verbs (e.g. verbs do and be) are extremely productive. As a result of this 

compounding, the original sense of the constituents of the compound noun is altered, resulting 

in the derivation of a new sense. The methodology we used to extract the most important 

senses (as explained in 2.1) does not detect compound words since we used the most frequent 

single words extracted from the corpus [1]. In order to continue using this methodology, we 

might have to alter the algorithm to support compound words even though we decide to limit 

our research for the same selected dataset (1000 words) [1] in Sinhala Wordnet. 

And also adding contextual meta-data to the Synset table (refer Figure 2-4) developed in the 

paper [1] would be a great asset when evaluating the contextual value of a sentence. 

 

Figure 2-4: Synset table - Sinhala Wordnet Database 

For the purpose of this research; it is sufficient to use the “Restricted List” defined in the 

paper “Evaluating a Machine Learning Approach to Sinhala Morphological Analysis” [2]. 
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Accuracy level they have managed to gain in that research paper [2] for the restricted list as 

shown in Table 2-1, is in the acceptable range at the moment. However, in case of 

modification is required we might have to consider making alterations to the algorithm. 

Table 2-1: Accuracy of the algorithm against the Restricted 

 

This research project is heavily dependent on above-mentioned research and work such as 

Sinhala Wordnet [1]. Due to that, the success of this project highly dependent on the success 

of the alterations to be done to the existing research areas in digitising the Sinhala Language. 
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3 Methodology 

Word suggestion engine is neither a new concept nor a new idea. The basic concept behind 

any prediction model is to have an understanding on the probability distribution. For this 

probabilistic language model, we can use Markov chain with N-gram model.  

3.1 Top level architecture 

The top-level architecture of the proposed application is as follows (See Figure 3-1). 

 

Figure 3-1: Architecture diagram 

Main architecture of the program consists of four primary segments, 

 Word corpus extraction module. 

 Word corpus analysis module. 

 Input analysis module. 

 Suggestion generation module. 
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3.2 Data preparation for analysis 

Word corpus extraction module is responsible for segregating domain-specific corpora from 

the general corpus. Extracted word corpus then goes through n-gram tokeniser and analysis 

process. N-gram generation for per corpus has two types of generation methods. 

 Using the words as is without stemming 

 Using the stemmed words 

Consider the following two sentences. 

 සමාජ ය වැදග  ත වය  

 සමාජෙ  වැදග  ත වය   

Without stemming above two sentences will provide three bigrams.  

(සමාජ ය, වැදග ) (සමාජෙ , වැදග ) (වැදග , ත වය )  

Having this type of bigrams is useful if the corpus have all the variations of the given word 

set. It also helps to result in more specific suggestions in a sentence. With stemmed n-gram, it 

derives bigrams as follows. 

 (සමාජ, වැදග ) (වැදග , ත ව) 

These stemmed n-grams are useful when there are no specific words in the trained dataset. 

This provides more generalised suggestion for the given word. 

Example: Assume a user input the word සමාජෙ  but the trained dataset does not contain a 

bigram start with the word සමාජෙ , instead the trained dataset does contain a bigram with 

the word සමාජ ය. If the system configured to handle stemmed bigrams, the application 

will be able to provide a suggestion of the word වැදග . These suggestions might not 

provide a hundred percent accurate suggestion but will provide an acceptable suggestion. 
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3.3 Application of Markov chain 

Markov chain describes how individual states are a sequence and the probability of a given 

state following another state. This algorithm helps to determine the occurrence of the next 

word by analysing the preselected dataset.  

This will result in a map of words with a probability of next words that can occur after it. 

Probabilistic map derived from above analysis is used to decide which word will have a high 

probability of occurring after a given the word. In a Markov chain, the probability distribution 

of next states for a Markov chain depends only on the current state, and not on how the 

Markov chain arrived at the current state. This is called the Markov Property. Which means if 

the current state is 𝑋 , 𝑋  depends upon 𝑋  and not depend upon 𝑋  … 𝑋  

Markov property can be explained as follows, 

P(Xt+1 = s | Xt = st , Xt−1 = st−1, . . . , X0 = s0) = P(Xt+1 = s | Xt = st) 

For all t = 1,2,3… and for all states s0,s1,s2 … st, s. 

 

Please consider the following sentences as an example of how Markov chain to be used. 

 අප සමාජෙ  ඇ   ෙබන ගැට  

සම  අප සමඟ පාසැ  ය අෙය  

අප ජන සමාජෙ  බ තරය  නැක  වාස කර  

After analysing each sentence mentioned above with Markov chain analyser, it derives a word 

map as illustrated in Figure 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-2: Markov Chain analysed map 
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As for the Figure 3-2, word අප has three possible upcoming words hence the probability of 

each word with the possibility of 0.33 and word සමාජෙ  has 2 words with the possibility 

of 0.5. 

When calculating the probability, it is possible to count the frequency of the same word. For 

example, by training the dataset with another sentence like “අප සමඟ ඒමට ඔ  එකඟ 

ය”; the probability of occurrence of the word සමඟ after the word අප can increase (see 

Figure 3-3). 

 

Figure 3-3: Markov Chain analysed map with frequency 

Using the frequency on this model can improve the suggestion relevancy in most cases. But in 

some cases, this might has an adverse effect when applying context bias to the suggestion. In 

such cases, it is necessary to balance the weight from Markov model and context probability. 

3.4 N-gram model 

An n-gram is a subsequence of n items from a given sequence. Items can consist of 

phonemes, syllables, letters, words or any other definition depending on the application. N-

gram model helps to define statistical properties of characters and words how they appear 

next to each other. This helps to make a more sensible suggestion. Even though this model 

can use with any number of sequence set (unigram, bigram, trigram, 4-gram … n-gram), 

widely used models in practical applications are unigram, bigram and trigram. It is essential to 

identify up to what N value to be used. For most use cases 3-gram model would suffice to get 

a reasonable knowledge of word possibilities (ex: see Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-4: Trigram map of sentences starting with I [18] 

 

 

Derivation of n-gram of a sentence can be visualised as follows. 

අප සමාජෙ  ඇ   ෙබන ගැට  

Unigram derivation, 

(අප) (සමාජෙ ) (ඇ ) ( ) ( ෙබන) (ගැට ) 

Bigram derivation, 

(අප, සමාජෙ ) (සමාජෙ , ඇ ) (ඇ , ) ( , ෙබන) ( ෙබන, ගැට ) 

Trigram derivation, 

(අප, සමාජෙ , ඇ ) (සමාජෙ , ඇ , ) (ඇ , , ෙබන) ( , ෙබන, ගැට )   

In n-gram model, assume a language has T word sets in its lexicon, it predicts how likely is 

word x to follow the word y. This happens in two stages. 

 Estimate the likelihood of x occurring at the start of a sentence based on its general 

frequency of occurrence estimated from the trained dataset. 

 Condition the likelihood of x occurring in the context of the previous words. 

In bigram, a trained model can suggest the next word by looking at the previous word and 

search for word sets starts with the previous word then suggest possible next word in each 

resulted word list. 
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Example: 

 Step 1: type the word, අප. 

 Step 2: search for word sets starts with the word, අප. 

 Step 3: search results the set, (අප, සමාජෙ ). 

 Step 4: extract possible word suggestions, සමාජෙ . 

In trigram, it looks for word sets with two words start with the previous two words in the n-

gram window of the sentence. The third word of the resulting words sets are the next possible 

words. 

Example: 

 Step 1: type the word, අප සමාජෙ . 

 Step 2: search for word sets starts with the words, අප සමාජෙ . 

 Step 3: search results the set, (අප, සමාජෙ , ඇ ). 

 Step 4: extract possible word suggestions, ඇ . 

As for above example, higher the n-gram word set length; higher the relevancy of the next 

possible word. These three models can be used independently, or as a combination of two or 

more, it depends on the application of the model.  

3.5 N-gram with frequency 

Multiple occurrences of the same word set is a good indication that it has more likelihood of 

occurring in a sentence. In order to incorporate frequency of the occurrences of a word set, a 

word set can include the number of occurrence along with words. 

Example: if the phrase අප සමාජෙ  appeared twice in the corpus, then the trained word set 

should look as follows 

(අප, සමාජෙ , 2) 

Hence the trigram probability of a word 𝑤  followed by the word 𝑤  followed by the 

word 𝑤  is as followed. 

𝑃(𝑤 |𝑤  𝑤 ) = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤 ,𝑤 , 𝑤 )/𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤 , 𝑤 ) 
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As well as the bigram probability of a word 𝑤  followed by the word 𝑤  is as followed. 

𝑃(𝑤 |𝑤 ) = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤 , 𝑤 )/𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤 ) 

 

3.6 Combined usage of unigram, bigram and trigram 

Combination of all unigram, bigram and trigram models is achieved by an interpolation 

technique. This introduces a new probability as follows, 

Assumption λ ≥  0 and ∑ λi = 1 

P(w |w − 1, w − 2) = λ P (w |w − 1, w − 2) + λ P (w |w − 1) + λ P (w ) 

With a large enough corpus, above calculation introduce too much time complexity when 

comparing to the model’s objectives. To address this issue, it is ideal to use “Stupid Backoff” 

technique.  

If a sentence does not have any words, it is impossible to predict words using trigram or 

bigram models. In such cases, unigram can be used to suggest a word which is highly likely to 

occur at the beginning of a sentence. To achieve that it is required to flag unigrams which can 

occur at the beginning of a new sentence. Bigrams can be applied in a situation where trigram 

fails to provide any suggestions.  

Example: Assume that the following sentence was trained with both bigram and trigram 

models. 

අප ජන සමාජෙ  බ තරය  නැක  වාස කර  

Then if the input phrase is අප බ තරය , trigram model fails to suggest a word. But if 

this phrase analyzed with bigram model, it is possible to suggest the word නැක . Even 

though bigram suggestions might have lower relevancy than trigram suggestions, it is useful 

to have some suggestions than no suggestions. 

3.7 Probabilistic Smoothing 

Probabilistic smoothing is used when the analyser encounters a word that is not in the trained 

model. In such scenario, the model will assign the probability calculated from defined 

smoothing algorithm. 
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“Kneser-Ney (K-N) Smoothing” algorithm is a viable algorithm since it is mostly used in 

interpolated forms.  

K-N smoothing algorithm for bigram model can be defined as follows, 

Where 𝑃 (𝑤 ) is the continuation probability of 𝑤 ,  𝜃 is a normalizing constant and 𝛿 is a 

discount weight. 

 𝑃 (𝑤 |𝑤 ) = [max(𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤 , 𝑤 ) −  𝛿, 0) /𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤 )] +  𝜃(𝑤 ) ∗  𝑃 (𝑤 ) 

Applying smoothing will balance the occurrence of unseen phrases with high-frequency 

words in the corpus. This means it reduces the probability of occurrence of high-frequency 

words in every situation where unknown word or phrase is found.   

3.8 Dataset and training 

To improve the general Sinhala suggestion, it is necessary to provide large enough dataset as 

the training data.  

UCSC Sinhala News Corpus provided by University of Colombo Language Technology 

Research division with around 500,000 words is used as the primary corpus. From this 20% of 

the corpus is used as the testing data and 80% of the corpus is used as the training data. 

 In the preparation of this dataset, it was necessary to filter and sanitise the corpus. There were 

some documents does not have correct encoding, some documents with HTML/XML tags and 

some documents with mistyped words that had to be filtered before train the models. 

Since this project uses all unigram, bigram and trigram models, it was required to train all 

three models before testing the model. 

 

3.9 Informal and mix language support 

The Sinhala language in day to day use is different from the formal use of Sinhala language. It 

is important to include not only written Sinhala language but general Sinhala sentences 

collected from Twitter, blogs etc. in the word corpus. This includes some English words that 

could be used in the middle of the sentences (sentences use IT sector, medical sector etc.). But 

in this project, these kinds of words were not trained.  
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3.10 Adding context bias 

Once the sample language model is built, it is required to tweak the model to enhance the 

awareness of the context when predicting words. Example: If the user starts to type: රෙ  

පැ රයන යන ___  the next most suitable word is depends on what context user is typing, if it 

is medical or news related most likely to be ෙලඩ ෙර ග rather than the word කටකතා. 

Context biasing can be applied in two situations. 

 When the model can be configured to a particular domain (medical, news, general) 

 When the model has enough usage data of the user. 

The first option is used when this model is applied as a search module for a certain website or 

application where the domain is known. The second option is used in situations where the 

model can collect historical data about user’s writing patterns. For example, if this model is 

applied to a word processor, then this model can detect what kind of articles a user is 

generally writing. Implementing that sort of a model is out of scope in this project. 

When suggesting words in any domain, there are words which are typical for general writing. 

Hence it is acceptable to extract those words or phrases into a separate domain.  

 

 

Figure 3-5: Common phrase extraction 

Common phrase extractor module cross-reference domain corpuses provided and extract 

generalised word corpus. How each module is coupled has illustrated in Figure 3-5 above.  
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When the analyser performing suggestions first it queries a specific domain and then queries 

the general domain. This provides a bias towards the selected domain while maintaining a 

general aspect of the suggestion. 

Since the main word corpus is consists of news articles, it is hard to demonstrate the actual 

implementation of the context biasing with only using the main corpus. Two main corpora are 

used to address this issue. 

 Word corpus with news articles. 

 Word corpus with medical articles. 

However, since the medical article corpus is significantly smaller (5k words) than the news 

articles, only a selected number of sentences can be used in the evaluation process.  
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4 Implementation 

In the implementation of this project, as the programming language Python is used. Reason 

being when it comes to natural language processing, Python has high verticality and 

flexibility as well as a number of libraries available for natural language processing and 

machine learning. As for the data stores, three database types are used.  

 MongoDB 

 SQLite  3 

 Redis (in memory) 

 Elasticsearch 

Redis is used as an in-memory database for caching meanwhile SQLite 3 used as the main 

database. MongoDB is used as a document store for intermediate text processing. Third party 

libraries such as NLTK is used to manipulate data and used as helper functions in various 

algorithms.  

4.1 Data extraction 

Data extraction happens in three stages. 

 Read raw .txt files of a given corpus and extract raw text. 

 Sanitize sentences of extracted raw text. 

 Perform common phrase extraction on the sanitised text. 

Raw text file manipulation was challenging due to different types of encodings and non-

standard format. It was required to implement exceptions for non-standard text extractions. 

See Figure 4-1 for a non-standard sample raw text file. 

 

Figure 4-1: Non-standard text file 

In this process, each file gets read and sanitised by a filtering process in order to remove any 

mistyped or formatted words or phrases. See Figure 4-2 for an un-sanitized text example. 
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Figure 4-2: Un-sanitized text 

These sanitised sentences are then stored in the document based database (MongoDB) with 

the tag of the domain for further processing. 

When extracting bigrams or trigrams edge phrases are ignored. For example, if two sentences, 

“ජනතා මනාපය ලැ ණ. දැ  ඔ ට ජනතා ර න අස නට ලැෙබ ෙ  අර 

ලධා යා ෙග .”, bigrams like “ලැ ණ. දැ ” and trigrams like “මනාපය ලැ ණ. 

දැ ” are ignored because those are belongs to two separate sentences. 

Names with initials and numbers are also problematic when processing Ngrams. Names with 

initials can confuse the extractor when breaking the sentences. For example, “මහාචා ය 

ම  . බලග ෙ ”, to avoid extractor breaking the phrase “මහාචා ය ම  .” as a 

sentence, it is necessary to explicitly remove such words. To achieve this following regex is 

used. “'(\s\p{Sinhala}{1,2}\.\s)+'”. But above regex will also match legitimate single word 

line endings such as “ .”. This confusion can be avoided by appending a special character to 

the legit single word line endings and revert it back once illegal line endings are removed.  

After extracting corpora, generalisation process starts. In this process, each bigram and 

trigram goes through a cross-referencing process to identify common bigrams and trigrams. 

Those identified bigrams and trigrams then stored in a general corpus and excluded from 

other domain corpora. 
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4.2 Structuring of data 

Data is used in unigram, bigram and trigram models. For each model, it is required to store 

the dataset in easy to access structure with Meta information such as domain. Database table 

structures for unigram, bigram and trigram are shown in Table 4-1, Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 

respectively. 

Unigram 

Table 4-1: Unigram structure 

Gram Frequency Domain Is start point 

   

 Bigram 

Table 4-2: Bigram structure 

Gram hash First gram Second gram Weight Frequency Domain 

 

Trigram 

Table 4-3: Trigram structure 

Gram hash First gram Second gram Third gram Weight Frequency Domain 

 

 

Trigrams, bigrams are stored separately but when the application query for string matching, 

the system analyses both databases for matches. To speed up the search query, system stores 

most frequently queried phrases in the Redis cache. 

4.3 Training 

In this phase, each domain gets trained using above mentioned models to populate the 

knowledge base. All punctuations are ignored, but a full stop is analysed as an exception 

because it provides information on words that can start a sentence. These words are flagged as 

“Is start point”.  
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4.4 Analysis 

A combined version of n-gram models (unigram, bigram, trigram) is used to implement layers 

of the analyser module as described in the methodology chapter. An abstract diagram of the 

analyzing workflow has shown in the Figure 4-3. 

 

Figure 4-3: Analyzer workflow 

 

 

In each analysis, first, the query string is tokenised. Query string then gets sanitised to remove 

any miscellaneous code fragments. Once the query string is cleaned, it passed to both bigram 

and trigram analysers. Above analysers generate respected bigrams and trigrams and then pass 

the Ngrams to probability analyser. 

Probability analysis happens in two steps. 

 Matching Ngram query 

 Analyze probability of occurrence 
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4.5 Matching Ngrams 

This phrase is to match bigrams or trigrams in the database. In this matching process, trigrams 

will have a higher weight than bigrams since a matching trigram implies a better match than a 

bigram. If the session holds enough information to determine the domain or the context of the 

user query, then the higher weight is given to the corresponding matches. If not Ngram 

matching considers the query as a general query. 

4.5.1 General query analysis 

When calculating the relevancy of multiple matches, this system uses term frequency/inverse 

document frequency (TF/IDF) methodology. Not every term in a match has the same weight. 

Some are more important than others.  Relevancy of a match depends on two factors 

 Term frequency: How often does a term appear in the user paragraph, more often 

means more relevant. 

 Inverse document frequency: How often the term indexed, more often means less 

relevant. 

For example, as for the document set trained for this example, for the bigram “ෙමය අප” 

usually system suggests the word “සමාජය”. But since the word “සමාගම” has a higher 

frequency in the user document, the system gives more weight to the word “සමාගම” in the 

suggestion section (see Figure 4-4).  

 

Figure 4-4: Example for TF/IDF processing 

 

4.5.2 Analyze probability of occurrence 

Once there is a match, system cross-references the number of occurrences of each domain 

databases. This data is stored in a session data table to calculate the context of the writing 

later on search queries from the same session. 
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4.6 Suggestion engine frontend implementation 

To capture the user input, it is necessary to have an easy to use UI for the end user. For an 

illustration of the front-end UI, see Figure 4-5.   

 

Figure 4-5: Word suggestion UI 

 

This UI gives users suggestion as they type in the text box. More relevant suggestions will be 

shown in a drop-down menu where the user can select by pressing the tab key to select the 

most top suggestion or navigating using arrow keys and then tab to select a word from the 

drop-down. 

Once the user press tab, auto-completion can happen in two different ways. 

1. Add the suggested word to the end of the phrase 

2. Complete the currently typing word 

4.6.1 Add the suggested word to the end of the phrase 

When the user gets suggestions, the user wants to append a suggested word as the next word. 

Refer Figure 4-6: Autocomplete (before adding the new word) and Figure 4-7: Autocomplete 

(after adding a new word). 

 

Figure 4-6: Autocomplete (before adding the new word) 
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Figure 4-7: Autocomplete (after adding a new word) 

 

4.6.2 Complete the currently typing word 

There are situations where the query is a prefix phrase of a suggestion. In these cases when 

the user press tab, user expect to complete the word with that suggested word rather than 

append that word to the end of the phrase the user is currently typing. The application should 

identify whether the suggested word is a completion of a word that the user is currently typing 

or not and complete it appropriately. Refer Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9. 

 

Figure 4-8: Autocomplete currently typing the word (before) 

 

 

Figure 4-9: Autocomplete currently typing the word (after) 
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5 Evaluation 

Evaluation methods for this suggestion engine are experiment and interview based. 

5.1 Quantitative evaluation 

The problem can be treated as a binary classification problem. In this approach, Total of 

176929 sentences with 2311816 trigrams in the USCS Sinhala news corpus and medical 

related articles from surgery.lk are used as the main dataset. 20 percent of the main dataset 

sentences are randomly selected as the test dataset. The test result will be evaluated by using a 

confusion matrix. 

If the expected word exists in the prediction and the actual class, then it is considered as true 

positive. If the expected word is not in both prediction and the actual class, then it is 

considered as true negative. If the expected word exists in the prediction but not in the actual 

class, it is considered as false positive. If the expected word does not exist in prediction but 

exists in the actual class, then it is considered as false negative (refer Table 5-1: Confusion 

matrix structure). 

Table 5-1: Confusion matrix structure 

 Actual 

Prediction 

 Positive Negative 

Positive True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP) 

Negative False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN) 

 

The accuracy of the modal is obtainable by applying following formula. 

 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
      ( )      ( )

   (       )
 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
Total occurrences of  True Positive (TP)

Total occurances of prediction positive (TP +  FP )
 

 

Above evaluation will be tested against the Tri-gram prediction model which is used in this 

suggestion engine. Then the same dataset will be tested against Markov chain prediction 

model. 
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5.1.1 With news related sentences. 

As for the test, by analysing the dataset with Ngram – Markov hybrid model, 35510 sentences 

with 426122 trigrams, (see Table 5-2: Hybrid model confusion matrix) 

Table 5-2: Hybrid model confusion matrix 

 Actual 

Prediction 

 Positive Negative 

Positive 159454 68842 

Negative 106210 91616 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
251070

426122
= 0.58919 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
159454

228296
= 0.69845 

 

By analysing the dataset with Markov model, 35510 sentences with 426122 trigrams, (see 

Table 5-3: Markov model confusion matrix) 

Table 5-3: Markov model confusion matrix 

 Actual 

Prediction 

 Positive Negative 

Positive 152636 205049 

Negative 15982 52455 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
205091

426122
= 0.48129 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
152636

357685
= 0.42673 

As for the results, Ngram-Markov hybrid model has a slightly higher accuracy than Markov 

model approach. However, there is an apparent gap between two models when it comes to the 

precision. Ngram – Markov hybrid model tend to provide more relevant results than the 

Markov model. 
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5.1.2 With medicine related sentences. 

As for the test, by analysing the dataset with Ngram – Markov hybrid model, 12300 sentences 

with 158357 trigrams, [see Table 5-4: Hybrid model confusion matrix (medicine related)] 

Table 5-4: Hybrid model confusion matrix (medicine related) 

 Actual 

Prediction 

 Positive Negative 

Positive 42587 37373 

Negative 52890 25507 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
68094

158357
= 0.43 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
42587

79960
= 0.53260 

 

By analysing the dataset with Markov model, 12300 sentences with 158357 trigrams, [see 

Table 5-5: Markov model confusion matrix (medicine related)] 

Table 5-5: Markov model confusion matrix (medicine related) 

 Actual 

Prediction 

 Positive Negative 

Positive 43896 61853 

Negative 37930 14678 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
58574

158357
= 0.36988 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
43896

105749
= 0.4150 

 

When using medicine related sentences, both accuracy and precision are dropped in in both 

hybrid and Markov models. So this drop could be a result of having proportionally small 

dataset of medical articles relative to news articles.  
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5.2 Qualitative evaluation 

As a qualitative assessment of this suggestion engine, a web application which is using the 

suggestion will be presented to 30 - 40 random candidates who have computer literacy with 

random backgrounds. Evaluation will have two parts. 

 Present the suggestion web application to users and ask them to type Sinhala 

sentences. 

 Present a questioner and collect their feedback on their experience. 

Each question in the questioner will have a 1 to 5 rating which users can select 

rating according to their experience with the system. 

Questioner consisted of 5 rating criteria as follows, 

 How often you see the word you wanted to type in the suggested list? 

 How often you see the word you wanted to type at the top of the list? 

 How relevant the suggestions you saw in the list the type of document you were 

typing? 

 How useful you find these suggestions are to type a document faster? 

 How do you rate your overall user experience with this tool? 

Following results had gathered after receiving 31 feedbacks out of 40 requests sent to 

candidates from various fields of interests (see Table 5-6: Feedback participation). 

Table 5-6: Feedback participation 

Field Number of participants 

News and journalism 12 

Medical 10 

Other (general user) 9 

 

Criteria 1: How often you see the word you wanted to type in the suggested list? (For results refer 

Table 5-7: Criteria 1 average feedback) 

 

Table 5-7: Criteria 1 average feedback 

Field Average rating (out of 5) 

News and journalism 4.26 

Medical 3.17 

Other (general user) 4.63 
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Criteria 2: How often you see the word you wanted to type at the top of the list? (For results refer 

Table 5-8: Criteria 2 average feedback) 

 

Table 5-8: Criteria 2 average feedback 

Field Average rating (out of 5) 

News and journalism 3.12 

Medical 2.18 

Other (general user) 3.81 

 

Criteria 3: How relevant the suggestions you saw in the list the type of document you were 

typing? (For results refer Table 5-9: Criteria 3 average feedback) 

Table 5-9: Criteria 3 average feedback 

Field Average rating (out of 5) 

News and journalism 3.65 

Medical 3.31 

Other (general user) 4.17 

 

Criteria 4: How useful you find these suggestions are to type a document faster? (For results 

refer Table 5-10: Criteria 4 average feedback) 

Table 5-10: Criteria 4 average feedback 

Field Average rating (out of 5) 

News and journalism 2.89 

Medical 3.92 

Other (general user) 4.57 

 

Criteria 5: How do you rate your overall user experience with this tool? (For results refer 

Table 5-11: Criteria 5 average feedback) 

Table 5-11: Criteria 5 average feedback 

Field Average rating (out of 5) 

News and journalism 4.36 

Medical 4.11 

Other (general user) 4.66 
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5.3 Tools and technologies used in the evaluation. 

As special tools for this evaluation following will be used,  

 USCS Singlish Unicode converter will be used to make Sinhala sentence typing easier 

for users. 

 Web-based interface to collect user feedback 

 Web sockets and socket IO to communicate between frontend UI with backend 

services. 
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6 Conclusion and future work 

In summary, most of the conventional techniques used in languages such as English to predict 

the next possible word can be used in the Sinhala language as well. However, it is necessary 

to change the features of these model such as how the model extract the words and analyse, in 

a way that suitable for the Sinhala language. 

Both quantitative and qualitative attributes of the project is at a satisfactory level, but it 

requires more comprehensive and more extensive dataset to conclude whether this can be 

applied in real-world scenario. 

Most noticeable downfall of this suggestion engine is that it does not provide auto-correction 

or suggestions for incorrectly spelt words. So the spelling detection and correction model 

integration for this model can increase the usability and the practicality of this application. 

Another improvement for this suggestion engine is to provide fuzzy search when analysing 

the user query. 
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